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Abstract 

The air pre-heater on the biomass boiler at Smurfit Kappa Krafliner in Piteå vibrates when run close to 

its maximum capability. This generates such high sound levels that the working conditions are 

compromised. The contracted supplier Metso Power has made effort to solve the problem but the noise 

still remains. Jan-Olov Aidanpää and Jan Granström at the Division of Solid Mechanics at Luleå University 

of Technology have made measurements of the vibration and calculated some of the natural 

frequencies of the structure. They also suggested a numerical investigation of the flow to find possible 

excitation frequencies. This thesis by literature review summarizes the potential mechanisms in a flow 

that could cause the vibration. The most likely mechanism is found to be acoustic resonance coupled to 

vortex shedding as the flue gas pass over the inline tube array situated in the pre-heater. Numerical 

simulations are made with the code ANSYS CFX on this hypothesis. Possible excitation frequencies are 

found in the flow and the hypothesis is found likely. But all other possibilities cannot be ruled out due to 

the complexity of the problem.   
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Nomenclature 

 

U, u,   Velocity [m/s] 
f Frequency [1/s] 
D Diameter (pipe) [m] 
ζ Mechanical damping ratio [-] 

m Tube mass per unit length [kg/m] 

ρ Fluid density [kg/m3] 

Re Reynolds number [-] 

L Length [m] 

t Time [s] 

T Temperature [K] 

p Pressure [Pa] 

τ Stress [N/m2] 

μ Dynamic viscosity [kg/(m*s)] 

δ Kronecker delta  (used for other purpose in figures) [-] 

SM Momentum sources [kg/(m2*s2)] 

x, y Position [m] 

k Kinetic energy [J] 

ε Turbulent eddy dissipation [m2/s3] 

ω Turbulent frequency [1/s] 

y+ Dimensionless distance from wall [-] 

∆n Distance between first and second node [m] 

ν Kinematic viscosity [m2/s] 

c Speed of sound [m/s] 

R0 Universal gas constant [J/(mol*K)] 

n Integer [-] 

X Mole fraction [-] 

Cp Heat capacity at constant pressure [J/(kg*K)] 

M Molecular weight [kg/mol] 

ς Volume factor occupied of pipes [-] 

St Strouhal number [-] 
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1. Introduction 

Smurfit Kappa Kraftliner in Piteå is Europe’s biggest linerboard mill; producing 1,900 tones kraftliner 

each day. Kraftliner is the paper that makes out the surface of corrugated cardboard. When extracting 

the fiber, mechanically processed wood is boiled with chemicals, the rest product is black liquor, a mix 

of chemicals and wood substance, mostly lignin. After some processing to reduce the water content the 

black liquor is burnt, the energy is utilized as process steam for the mill and for electricity production. 

The chemicals fall out and are after processing reused in a cycle. There is an energy shortage, to make 

up for some of this a biomass boiler has been built, in production 2007. Utilizing rest products from the 

wood processing such as bark, forest residue and sawdust; some recycled waste fiber is also burnt. In 

case of shortage in biomass this boiler also holds the option to operate on oil, but that only happens on 

rare occasions. This boiler that is somewhat smaller than the first is integrated in the same way for 

steam to electricity and process. Together the boilers, through two steam turbines deliver 45 MW of 

electricity; about 50-55 % of the total mills electrical consumption.  

 
Figure 1, HYBEX® BOILER: 1. Furnace, 2. Fuel feeder, 3. Economizer, 4. Air pre-heater, 5. Steam pipes,                 

6. Bubbling fluidized bed, 7. Steam dome, 8. Ash hoppers. 
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The bio furnace is of a bubbling fluidized bed type, see Figure 1, meaning that the fuel is injected to a 

bed of sand; the primary air is inserted under the sand traveling through and making the bed “boil”. 

Secondary air is inserted above the bed for complete combustion of partly unburned particles lifted by 

the air flow. The hot flue gas generates superheated steam at 120 bars and 520˚C in steam tubes placed 

at the upper part of the furnace shaft and in a second shaft. Flue gas is then streaming downwards. The 

produced steam is gathered in a steam dome for utilization. The flue gas is then brought up to pass 

down through a third shaft containing first an economizer and then an air pre-heater before gas 

cleaning, flue gas fans, and chimney. The economizer and air pre-heater are similar devises; they are 

both heat exchangers raising the efficiency of the boiler by using the heat in the flue gas, that is no 

longer in the temperature range necessary for steam generation. The difference is that the economizer 

preheats the feed water and the air pre-heater the air. At the bottom of all shafts, ash hoppers collect 

the residues from the burnt fuel. 

The air pre-heater consists of six similar sections stacked on top of each other. Every section contains 

2992 pipes for air passage in the same arrangement with the exception that the two bottom sections 

have a slightly larger pipe diameter: 5.10 cm compared to 4.83 cm. Primary and secondary air pass 

separately the pre-heater three times each, hence the six sections, as illustrated with arrows in Figure 1. 

There is a problem with the pre-heater. It vibrates at frequencies of 100 Hz or below, when running the 

boiler at loads of about 75% of its capacity or more. The vibrations become so severe they are 

problematic for the workers. The pre-heater has a framed structure of beams, rectangular steel plates 

then close the shaft. High sound levels are generated by the shifting of the steel plates, they act as 

speakers. The sound is of such magnitude that workers have experienced nausea after long exposure. 

The high vibrations have so far not caused any severe damage on the structure. The pipes 3.8 m long are 

supported at the middle by a wall for more stability. Four baffle plates are placed in the tube 

arrangement to eliminate acoustic resonance in the flue gas channel. However since vibrations do occur 

this precautions is not adequate, or the vibrations are of a different nature, i.e., have another origin. 

Efforts have been made to come to terms with the problematic vibrations. Metso Power, the contracted 

supplier of the boiler, has made reinforcements and conducted measurements on the pre-heater at 

several occasions. Metso has at an early stage made alterations to the baffle plates; adding two more 

and enlarging four down towards the ash hopper, the desired effect of this change was absent, instead 

the sound was experienced as more disturbing. Metso assumed the vibration as a result of vortex 

shedding over the pipes; von Karman vibration. It was believed that the natural frequency of the pipes 

matched the alternating vortexes, leading to a “lock in” with high amplitudes as an outcome. After 

conducting experiments on a test rig as well as doing modifications to a similar air pre-heater at UPM 

Rauma, Finland resulting in noise reduction, it was decided to take the same approach in Piteå year 2008. 

Oval tubes were attached in the direction of the flue gas flow, at the pipes halfway between its existing 

supports at every second gap connected two and two by angle irons, see Figure 2.  
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Figure 2, elliptical tubes for extra stability [Metso Power test report, RaumaBFB, Noise and vibration measurement, 2007]. 

The connection to each pipe is based on friction as the new tubes are squished between the air pipes. By 

stiffening the pipes with additional support, the aim was to raise the natural frequency of the pipes to 

avoid resonance. However the modifications had very little effect on the sound at high boiler loads. 

Metso concluded the cause of vibration to be either acoustic resonance, despite the baffle plates, or 

that the now connected tubes oscillate in phase, i.e. the problem is of fluid dynamic nature. Metso 

Power now turn to a different approach, by stiffening the structure from the outside and adding sound 

damping materials they focus on eliminating the sound rather than the origin of vibration.  

In 2009 Luleå University of Technology through Jan-Olov Aidanpää and Jan Granström conducted 

measurements on the air pre-heater. They calculated some natural frequencies of the pipes and the 

steel plates in the wall of the pre-heater. They detected three clear frequencies 57, 72 and 98 Hz. The 

higher frequency is linked to the disturbing noise and believed to originate from the plates. The 

calculations of natural frequencies can tie the pipes to the 57 Hz excitation. The plates frequencies 

depend on the type of attachment that is used for the calculations; for a freely supported plate the 

frequency is found to 70 Hz and for a rigidly attachment 128 Hz. Aidanpää and Granström believe that 

the plates are attached in some intermediate way allowing a resonance frequency matching the one 

measured. They also suggest a plausible cause of the vibrations being the flow over the pipes generating 

a frequency exciting the pipes; the vibration is then transferred by the structure to the steel plates 

generating the sound. To comprehend which frequencies can be excited at the present flow velocities 

they suggested performing numerical simulations of the flow. 

 

1.1. Flow-Induced vibration for in-line tube bundles 

Vibration in tube and shell heat exchangers and other industrial tube arrangement is a well known 

problem. According to Goyder [1], it is caused by the cross flow outside the tubes as the flow inside only 

adds mass to the tubes. There are several possible mechanisms exciting the vibration. Weaver & 

Fitzpatrick [2] classifies these vibrations in four groups; turbulent buffeting, Strouhal periodicity, fluid-

elastic instability and acoustic resonance. The Strouhal periodicity mechanism is also known as periodic 

wake shedding or as often used vortex shedding. 
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According to Goyder, the most severe form of flow induced vibration is fluid elastic instability where the 

forces originating from the moving wakes behind the oscillating tube provide positive feedback. Goyder 

point out that for this vibration to be present, a critical velocity threshold needs to be passed, which is 

visualized through a plot, of reduced velocity U/fD and mass – damping 2πζm/ρD2. Where U is the gap 

velocity, f is the natural frequency of the pipes and D is the pipe diameter. Typical values of the mass – 

damping for gas flows is starting at 10. Weaver & Fitzpatrick present a similar plot for square arrays, see 

Figure 3. 

 
Figure 3, critical flow velocities for fluid-elastic instability in square arrays of tube bundles, from [2] (notation of the axis 

deviate from Goyder but can be considered the same). 

Assuming the minimum value of mass – damping from Goyder yields a minimum value of the reduced 

velocity to be around 7. This value becomes larger for larger values of mass – damping which is likely for 

the present case. Determination of the mass – damping value can be difficult. ζ is the mechanical 

damping ratio, m is the tube mass per unit length and ρ the fluid density. The damping ratio is the most 

difficult to determine. In a book from Kuppan [6], a simple guideline is presented to estimate if fluid-

elastic instability is a problem or not. The damping ratio is assumed equal to 0.005 for gas flow and the 

critical velocity is then calculated similarly to Goyder and Weaver & Fitzpatrick from 

 
   

  
 2   

2   

   
 
   

 (1) 

According to Kuppan, if Ucr > U then “instability is almost certainly not a problem”. Applying the 

assumption of damping ratio to the charts in Weaver & Fitzpatrick would give very similar results.  
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Ziada et al. [3] have carried out experiments in closely packed arrays of rigid tubes to investigate the 

conditions for acoustic resonance in tube bundles. For in-line tube arrays, they found a persistent 

periodic flow structure appearing at off-resonant flows being symmetric to tube and flow lanes, see 

Figure 5. 

 
Figure 4, flow visualization for closely packed array showing symmetry of tube and flow lanes [3]. 

This arrangement of relatively small vortices on both sides of the flow lane is however only repeated 

trough one or two rows before the flow become fully turbulent. The initiation and development of 

vortices occur at different depths of the array and depend on flow characteristics. Flow characteristics 

are usually measured by the dimensionless Reynolds number, Re   ρUL/μ where U  is a velocity, L is a 

characteristic length and μ the dynamic viscosity. For this thesis the Reynolds number in tube arrays is 

based on the gap velocity and tube diameter. An increased Reynolds number moves the progression 

upstream. The flow periodicities of the off-resonant case are held to be dominated by the instability of 

the jet issuing between the tubes and could not be linked to the acoustical resonance. Resonance is 

rather initiated by periodicity at the first row of tubes. The flow structure present at resonance involves 

all shedding being in phase. When off phase, the periodicities suppress each other and the acoustical 

standing wave cannot be sustained. The pattern of vortex shedding for intermediate tube spacing is 

illustrated in Figure 5. 

In-line tube bundles were further investigated with intermediate spacing in two linked papers. Ziada & 

Oengören [4] firstly focus on the off-resonant vortex shedding and finds the same mechanism, i.e., 

instability in the jet. However due to the enlarged spacing much larger vortices were formed into the 

tube wakes causing anti-symmetry over the wakes due to mass transfer. Vortices then form 

symmetrically in the flow lanes, 180 degrees out of phase with respect to the neighboring lanes. The 

second paper, Oengören & Ziada [5], deals with the acoustic resonance. The resonance is coupled to 

unstable shear layers separating from the tubes. They conclude that to switch to resonance and sustain 

this mode the shear layers most-unstable frequency must resemble that of acoustic resonance. Also, 

pointed out as more important, the turbulent response should excite the in general suppressed shear 

layer instability. 
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Figure 5, illustration of vortex shedding in intermediate packed arrays at a) resonance and b) off resonance [5]. 

Turbulent buffeting is explained by Paїdoussis [7] as random pressure perturbations acting on a surface. 

In the case of tube arrays, this turbulence is mostly generated by the upstream tube rows. Weaver & 

Fitzpatrick [2] states that turbulent buffeting always exists in a heat exchanger but is not of a severe sort; 

several years are needed before failure to the construction. Turbulent buffeting is characterized as a 

broad band in the frequency spectra compared to vortex shedding having a much thinner band with 

higher amplitudes. However both Weaver & Fitzpatrick and Paїdoussis points out the historical 

controversy; whether turbulent buffeting and vortex shedding are the same phenomena or not. For high 

turbulence levels and for off-resonant frequencies the resemblance is prominent and can for design 

purposes be dealt with in the same manner. Whether the frequency originates from turbulence or 

shedding it should not match the natural frequency of the tubes or the acoustical frequency between 

the walls. 

 

1.2. Working hypothesis 

Based on the background research of the air pre-heater and the literature study of similar flow 

configurations, it is assumed that vortices are formed and shed periodically at the tubes, this being a 

potential source of vibration. The large magnitude of vibration and noise measured should involve some 

sort of resonance mechanism. Fluid-elastic instability is ruled out since no severe damage has been 

reported. The mechanism should also bring the periodical shedding of each pipe to occur in phase, as 

random shifting would eliminate the total exerted oscillation. One potential mechanism is acoustic 

resonance; acoustic resonance is a documented mechanism for gas flows through tube bundles similar 

to those in the present air pre-heater. The presence of acoustic resonance is in many cases the source of 

large noise due to the standing wave acting on the walls. To investigate this hypothesis, numerical flow 

simulations are conducted with the code ANSYS CFX. 
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1.3. Thesis aim 

The aim of this thesis is to investigate numerically if the vibrations of the air pre-heater can be induced 

by the fluid flow. If so locate the source of excitation and state the mechanism causing the vibration.  
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2. Theory  

In this section, the theory of the numerical code used for the simulations is presented as well as 

calculations of the basic acoustic properties that are of interest for the air pre-heater under 

investigation. 

 

2.1. Computational Fluid Dynamics 

This section can be seen as a resume of the documentation following ANSYS CFX, Release 12.1 [14] 

concerning the theoretical background to CFD in general and especially ANSYS CFX. 

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is a tool to numerically solve the fluid flow in a system; the method 

is also capable to involve other physical processes like heat transfer. The mathematics that is solved by 

the computer code is the Navier-Stokes equations; these relate the momentum, heat and mass transfer 

and are generally not solvable analytically. The instantaneous equations solved in ANSYS CFX are: 

The Continuity Equation 

 
  

  
          (2) 

The Momentum Equations 

      

  
                     (3) 

   
 

             
2

 
      (4) 

The pressure is denoted p, time t, absolute temperature T, the source of momentum SM and τ is the 

stress tensor. The most common technique to solve the equations is the finite volume technique, in 

which the volume of interest is discretized by distribution into small sub-regions that can be solved 

iteratively. An element-based finite volume method is used by ANSYS CFX. The way these sub-regions 

are distributed is referred to as a mesh; the mesh can be unstructured or structured as in the case of 

hexahedral meshing. Each sub-region is called a control volume and is constructed at each mesh node 

by lines connected trough center points at every edge and element of the mesh. The technique states 

that each control volume, or if preferred mesh node, contains values for the variables solved, see Figure 

6.  
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Figure 6, 2D illustration of a control volume. 

The integrals are solved for each control volume, volume integrals containing divergence and gradient 

operators are converted to surface integrals by Gauss’ Divergence Theorem. These surface integrals are 

the fluxes and are discretized at the center of each control volume boundary in an element; the flux at 

such a point to a volume is the opposite of that to the corresponding neighboring volume and is thus 

conservative. Many of the approximations made in CFD are based on series expansions, the order of 

accuracy of the approximation is then the exponent on the mesh spacing or time step factor that belong 

to the largest of the terms that is disregarded.  

At the start of a simulation every control volume must contain values of the variables, this is the initial 

values, they can be a guess or results from a previous simulation. Boundary conditions needs to be 

specified at the surface of the domain, fluid or solid, to close the flow numerically, these restricts or 

governs the flow, for example a no slip wall has a velocity component that is zero relative the wall. 

Boundary conditions can seem straight forward but can often be a source of user mistakes leading to a 

misguiding result. As the series of integrations progresses the solution hopefully converges to a stable 

state, the convergence is measured by the normalized residuals, how this is done is complicated but it 

insures independence of initial values and time step. 

2.1.1. Turbulence modeling 

Turbulence generally requires special attention; turbulence is fluctuations in time and space and for a 

real case contains a variety of different time and length scales. To resolve this flow with a so called 

Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) would require more computing power than is practically possible. 

Hence turbulence models have been developed to account for turbulence without having to construct 

exceptionally fine mesh. Most of these models are based on statistics, by dividing variables like a 

velocity component into a mean and fluctuating part, applying this to the momentum equations yields 

the mean transport equation as seen in equation (5), this is known as Reynolds-average Navier-Stokes 

(RANS) equations.  

     

  
 

 

   
         

  

   
 

 

   
                    (5) 
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By replacing the contribution of the fluctuation to the mean flow, in this case the term            known as 

the Reynolds stresses, with equations of known quantities the equations solve for the mean flow only. In 

two equation turbulence models, two separate transport equations are solved to obtain length and time 

scales. The most used turbulence model is the k-ε model; where k is the turbulent kinetic energy used to 

calculate the turbulent velocity scale. The length scale is solved in the second equation by ε that is the 

turbulent eddy dissipation; it is also common to use turbulent frequency ω for this purpose, this model 

is called k-ω. Both these models are so called eddy viscosity models in which the turbulence is suggested 

to consist of small eddies continuously forming and dissipating and the Reynolds stresses being 

proportional to the velocity gradients. The k-ω model holds an advantage in the near wall regions being 

more accurate and robust but it is sensitive to free stream conditions. For this reason blending function 

is introduced using the k-ω formulations at the wall successively changing to k-ε outside the boundary 

layer, for this the distance is calculated from the node to the nearest wall by wall scale equations. 

However none of the models account for the transport of the turbulent shear stress, this leads to, even 

with these combined advantages, the over prediction of eddy-viscosity. The model then fails to predict 

flow separation; to account for this the Shear Stress Transport (SST) model was developed. The SST 

model uses one blend function to blend the k-ω and k-ε model and another blend function to limit the 

formulation of eddy-viscosity. The model can thus handle separation and is acknowledged for its good 

predictions in this kind of flows. 

In ANSYS CFX all except two turbulence models are of statistical kind, those are Large Eddy Simulation 

(LES) and Detached Eddy Simulation (DES). The LES model filters out the small scale turbulence and can 

then solve for the large scale, this method can resolve turbulence structures in massively separated 

flows, like the flow behind a blunt trailing edge where the turbulent scales are of the same size as the 

object. But the model is computationally expensive in boundary layer flows of high Reynolds number. 

DES is a combination of LES and RANS, the method is to use RANS for attached and mildly separated 

flows inside the boundary layer and LES where the flow is massively separated, in ANSYS CFX the SST 

model is used. In the model of Strelets the SST-RANS model switches to LES when the turbulence length 

scale calculated by the RANS model exceeds the local grid spacing. In doing this the numerical 

formulation is also switched between an upwind biased in the regions of RANS and a central difference 

scheme for the respective LES region. This kind of simulation often show good predictions when 

modeled correctly but is computational expensive and requires special attention at grid generation and 

also a good general understanding of the model. 

2.1.2. Wall treatment 

In flows near a no-slip wall there are high gradients of the velocity, the boundary layer formed can be 

divided into two parts; the viscous sublayer closest to the wall, see Figure 7, where the flow is close to 

laminar and the logarithmic layer. 
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Figure 7, boundary layer on a flat plate, δ is the boundary layer thickness when defined as parallel flow velocity equal to 99 % 
of free stream velocity, u∞ [http://www.cortana.com/Drag_Description.htm (2010-05-19)]. 

In the viscous sublayer, the viscous effect dominates the transport processes while further away in the 

logarithmic layer turbulence plays the key part in the mixing, in the buffer zone both effects are present. 

By assuming the velocity distribution to be logarithmic, known as “log law of the wall”, the fluid shear 

stress can be calculated as a function of velocity at a distance away from the wall without fully resolving 

the near wall region, this is called a wall function.  Another approach is the Low-Reynolds-number 

method, referring to the turbulence Reynolds number, to fully resolve the boundary layer and solving 

the profile of the boundary layer, this requires very fine resolution of the mesh in the direction normal 

to the wall. Turbulence models suitable for this method are the ones based on ω like SST. ANSYS CFX has 

for these models developed an automatic near-wall treatment that in a smooth way shifts between 

methods depending on mesh conditions. The resolution of the near wall region is, as far as the user is 

concerned, measured by a dimensionless distance from the wall y+, the standard definition of this 

distance is  

    
   /  ∆ 

 
 (6) 

Where ∆n is the distance between the first and second node of the wall, τω is the wall shear stress and   

is the kinematic viscosity. Further the total boundary distance needs to be resolved with an appropriate 

number of nodes depending on circumstances, for this the boundary layer thickness needs first to be 

calculated. 

2.2. Acoustic properties 

Since acoustic resonance is known to generate high sound levels in the proximity of heat exchangers, 

Paїdoussis [7], it is interesting to examine the possibilities for standing waves in the present pre-heater. 
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This involves finding the speed of sound for the fluid. Löfqvist et al. [10] link the speed of sound in an 

ideal gas mixture, c0, to the following relation 

 
  
     

      
 
   

     
 
              

 
   

 (7) 

Where Cpi is the heat capacity at constant pressure, Mi is the molecular weight and Xi the mole fraction 

of component i and R0 is the universal gas constant. This is the speed of sound for the fluid in an open 

cavity but most of the pre-heater is filled with tube arrays which are assumed to be the source of 

vibration and here the resonance would be the strongest. Parker [11] has conducted experiments on the 

influence of tubes on the speed of sound in heat exchangers to validate a derived expression. This 

formula is also adapted and validated later by Ziada et al. [3] that also examines the depth into the array 

for the formula to be valid. The correlation is 

 

 

  
         (8) 

Where c is the effective speed of sound and ς is the volume fraction occupied by the tubes. Knowing the 

effective speed of sound, the modes of a one-dimensional acoustical standing wave can then be 

calculated as 

 
  

  

2 
 (9) 

Where n is a positive integer (1, 2, 3, ...) and L is the length between the walls surrounding the cavity. 

The first modes thus span the open length with half a wavelength, with one pressure node centred and 

antinodes at the walls, see Figure 8. The opposite applies for the particle displacement as the maximum 

displacement is at the cavity centre as the walls insure zero displacement.  

 
Figure 8, appearance of a first mode standing wave. 
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3. Single cylinder 

To determine the capability of CFX and test the influence of different parameters on the numerical 

results, simulations were made for a single cylinder with the same diameter (D = 51 mm) as a tube found 

in the lower parts of the pre-heater.  

3.1. Numeric 

The fluid characteristics and flow conditions are similar to the ones found at the pre-heaters outlet, see 

section 4.2, dynamic viscosity 2.08e-5 kg/ms, density 0.772 kg/m3 and inlet velocity 10 m/s. The domain 

stretches 15 cm upstream, above and below and 30 cm downstream the cylinder center. The mesh is 

made of 34,650 nodes, see Figure 9. Maximum aspect ratio is 42 and minimum angle is 49.5 degrees. 

The mesh resolves the boundary layer to a maximum y+
 less than 3 during transient simulation. 

 
Figure 9, the general mesh. 

The initial time step is 5e-4 s and the general turbulence model is SST. The condition at the boundaries 

have been put to smooth wall for the cylinder, a free slip wall above and below the cylinder and 

symmetry conditions for the wall at the cylinder ends. Inlet and outlet are used as boundary conditions 

upstream and downstream, respectively. The simulations are converged at a maximum residual of 1e-3. 

The working hypothesis suggests that the vortex shedding will lock-in to a transverse standing wave, but 

a spontaneous established standing wave is not to expect. The frequencies of the wave and the vortex 

shedding must match and the acoustics must be handled in the code. This involves a compressible 

modeled flow, correct resolution in time and space to ensure the wave not being damped more than 

appropriate and that the boundaries account for the acoustic behavior, like the reflection at a wall.  
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Instead to study the influence of a standing wave on the periodic shedding, a method used by Mohany & 

Ziada [13] is adapted. The inlet as well as the above and below boundary conditions are constructed to 

supply the conditions of a standing wave, it is important to point out that this is not a real standing wave 

but only means to simulate the same conditions. This is applied for the single cylinder. The domain is the 

same as in the earlier single cylinder simulations but with a new mesh containing a refined mesh at the 

top and bottom see Figure 10. The first layer thickness is 5e-5 m, as for the previous general mesh in the 

flow simulations. The minimum angle is 53.5 degrees, the maximum aspect ratio is 496 and total 

number of nodes is 24,896. The mesh is one element thick spanning the distance of 2 mm. The fluid is 

the same as in the pre-heater simulations. The inlet velocity is 10 m/s in the X direction. The upper and 

lower boundaries are openings with X and Z velocity components set to zero, when the standing wave is 

present an additional velocity component in Y direction is applied at mentioned boundaries as a 

sinusoidal function. The boundary at the cylinder is smooth wall and the downstream boundary is of 

type opening with flow normal to boundary and relative pressure -2.6 kPa, the remaining boundaries at 

the cylinder ends has symmetry conditions. The fluid is modeled as an ideal gas with the same density 

and viscosity as for the pre-heater simulation, see section 4.3. 

 
Figure 10, mesh used for simulations of the influence of acoustic standing waves. 

3.2. Fluid simulation 

Special attention is given to the variation of the Strouhal number (St): 

    
   

 
 (10) 
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U  is in this case the average upstream velocity and f  is the shedding frequency of the vortices behind 

the cylinder and is assumed to be the same as the frequency of the alternating lift force which is studied 

for this case.  

 
Figure 11, Strouhal number dependence on time step, mesh, turbulence model and axial resolution, experimental reference 

in red from [12]. 

Table 1, parameters used for the simulations. 

 Time 
step 
(s) 

First layer 
thickness 

(m) 

Total 
number 

of 
elements 

BC at 
cylinder 

ends 

Turbulence 
model 

Element 
thickness 

in cylinder 
axial dir. 

(mm) 

Number 
of 

elements 
in 

cylinder 
axial dir. 

General 5e-4 5e-5 52,222 sym SST 2 1 
timeS. 3e-4 3e-4 5e-5 52,222 sym SST 2 1 
timeS. 1e-4 1e-4 5e-5 52,222 sym SST 2 1 

refined mesh 5e-4 2.5e-5 213,256 sym SST 2 1 
periodic BC 5e-4 5e-5 52,222 period SST 2 1 

DES 5e-4 5e-5 52,222 sym DES 2 1 
3D 5e-4 5e-5 916,876 sym SST 2 50 

3D DES 5e-4 5e-5 916,876 free slip DES 2 50 
3D 10mm 5e-4 5e-5 211,036 sym SST 10 10 

 

The result of different simulations is presented in Figure 11 and an overview of the parameters used for 

each case respectively is shown in Table 1. The refinement in time step size has initially some influence 

but further refinement does not. An increase of the elements number by a factor 4 and a reduction of 

the first layer thickness to its half do not affect the Strouhal number. The mesh density requirements 

can be assumed satisfied already in the general mesh. Modification of the boundary condition from 

symmetric to periodic at the cylinder ends does not affect the result significantly. The same implies for 

Fey et al.
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the turbulence model as the Detached Eddy Simulation model yields similar results. However this model 

is not usually adequate to run in 2D. It requires a 3D mesh without any periodic or symmetric 

boundaries. A 3D simulation was performed with free slip walls connected at each end of the cylinder 

and also a finer time step of 5e-5 s, according to the CFX recommendations. The inner loop was set to a 

minimum of two iterations. To construct the 3D mesh, elements of the same thickness is added to a 

total number of 50. This mesh is also run with the SST model with the general time step and symmetry 

boundaries at the cylinder ends. From Figure 11 it can be seen that the 3D simulations present similar 

results for the Strouhal number but deviate substantially from the 2D simulations. The 3D simulations 

are the most accurate since a commonly used assumption is that a cylinder in cross flow has a Strouhal 

number of roughly 0.2. Furthermore, the literature implies that vorticity shedding is to some degree a 

three dimensional problem. A relation of the Strouhal number and the Reynolds number for a circular 

cylinder based on experiments is given by Fey et al. [12] as 

 
          

2 2 2 

   
         2      (11) 

This would for this case give a Strouhal number of 0.194, represented as red in Figure 11, but this value 

is for much longer cylinders; L/D > 15. In the present case, the maximum L/D value is 1.96. As seen in 

the simulations enlarging the resolved cylinder length reduces the shedding frequency, it is thus possible 

that further enhancement in the cylinder length direction would yield a value that agrees with values 

from published experiments like that of Fey et al. But this heavily increases the amount of computation 

time if the axial length is to be resolved to the same degree.  

The mesh resolution in the length span of the cylinder was reduced by a factor 5 for the 3D simulation; 

this yields an element thickness of 10 mm with domain thickness of 10 elements. The results show no 

evident change in Strouhal number; this implies a possibility of further enlargement of the domain in the 

cylinder axial direction still keeping a manageable number of elements. This can be interesting to 

examine further for a single cylinder but for the case of an array of multiple cylinders the possibility of 

3D simulations are highly restricted by the computational power. 

 

3.3. Acoustic simulation 

The applied periodicities are varied in frequency and amplitude and the behavior of the flow is studied. 

With sufficient amplitude, the shedding locks-in to the applied frequency, i.e., the vortices behind the 

cylinder are in phase with the applied sinusoidal wave properties. At lock-out, i.e., outside the lock-in 

range the shedding as well as the normal force in Y direction appears in beats, see Figure 12. Beats is a 

phenomenon taking place when two waves of different frequency travel in the same direction. Beats 

appear with a frequency that is the difference of the two. According to Dan Russel [15] the perceived 

frequency of two waves with the same amplitude is the mean of the two. If studying the frequency of 

the beats referred to the applied frequency the correlation seen in Figure 13 appears. The values of zero 

are representing lock-in. 
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Figure 12, the normal force in Y direction on the cylinder and a periodogram by fast Fourier transform at an acoustic 

influence of 2 m/s and amplitude 57 Hz. 

 
Figure 13, Beat frequency depending on applied frequency, applied amplitude is 2m/s. 

The dominant frequency in the wake of the cylinder is studied. The point studied is located 3 cm 

downstream of the cylinder center and the variable is the velocity in Y direction, the results for the 

amplitude 2 m/s are presented in Figure 14. 
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Figure 14, dominant frequency of the velocity component in the Y direction 3 cm behind the cylinder center when the 

applied velocity periodicity has the amplitude 2 m/s. 

For the applied frequencies of 54 and 55 Hz, beats exist even if the dominant frequency is matching the 

applied one; hence no complete lock-in occurs. By identifying the frequencies leading to shedding 

containing beats as lock-out frequencies the results presented in Figure 15 is found. 

 
Figure 15, summery of conditions leading to lock-in when defined as only one frequency peak. 

When comparing these results with those of Mohany & Ziada [13] there is substantial difference in the 

amplitude required to lock-in the shedding, they have seen lock-in for a value down to 2.5 % of the main 

flow velocity. For the present case the corresponding amplitude is 10 %. One explanation to this can be 

the difference in frequency; Mohany & Ziada simulates at a shedding frequency of 486 Hz. According to 
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Mohany & Ziada the distribution of acoustic particle velocity,  , is coupled to the pressure by the Euler’s 

equation: 

 
 
  

  
     (12) 

Since the driving component in a flow is the pressure difference the amplitude governing the lock-in can 

be assumed to be that of the acceleration and not the velocity. Since the velocity applied is sinusoidal 

the acceleration amplitude is the velocity amplitude times the angular frequency 2πf. So the velocity 

amplitude has larger influence at higher frequencies. 
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4. Air pre-heater 

The vibrations in the air pre-heater are believed to be induced by the flue gas flow over the air pipes. 

Numerical simulations are to be conducted aiming to link the flow oscillations to the measured 

frequencies. But first the domain and boundary conditions needs to be clarified and hence the pre-

heaters construction and running conditions examined.  

4.1. Description 

The volume flow of flue gas out through the chimney is constantly monitored. The flow through the pre-

heater is equal to the sum of this flow and a flow re-circulated after the flue gas fans back to the 

combustion air. A value is taken when the furnace is running on full load with bio fuel; this is 75.4 nm3/s. 

The temperature after the pre-heater is about 150˚C with large temperature gradients, and before 

approximately 270˚C. The pipes surface is definitely colder than the flue gas since heat transfer occurs. 

The walls are insulated at the outside so a relatively low temperature gradient in the flue gas can be 

assumed at that boundary. The gauge pressure before the pre-heater is calculated to -1.09 kPa from a 

known pressure at the furnace and the pressure drops for each section along the way. The total 

pressure drop over the pre-heater is 1.65 kPa. The composition of the flue gas has been measured by 

METLAB miljö AB [8], see Table 2. 

Table 2, gas composition when the boiler is run at bio fuel and 100% capacity. 

Flue gas components   

O2 3.27 vol% dry gas 
CO2 16.74 vol% dry gas 
CO 142 ppm dry gas 
NO 55.0 ppm dry gas 
NO2 2.1 ppm dry gas 
N2O 0.8 ppm dry gas 
SO2 <0.5 ppm dry gas 
TOC 1.9 ppm dry gas propane 
Dust 0.2 mg/m3n dry gas 
NH3 8.2 ppm dry gas 
HCl <0.3 mg/ m3n dry gas 
HF <0.07 mg/ m3n dry gas 
Hg 0.48 μg/ m3n dry gas (75% load) 
Cd+Tl 0.42 μg/ m3n dry gas (75% load) 
Other metals 6.3 μg/ m3n dry gas (75% load) 
Dioxins and furans 0.0016 ng/ m3n dry gas (75% load) 

Moisture 25.5 vol% 

 

The flow geometry of an air pre-heater section has a height of 2.325 m and a cross flow area of 10.225 x 

3.800 m; this area is then divided by a supporting wall and baffle plates. The original baffle plates are 

placed after pipe columns 22, 51, 74 and 109, counted from left to right facing the pre-heater with the 

furnace in the background. The plates are placed centered to the mentioned pipe and the next as 
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displayed in Figure 18. The support plate is as mentioned earlier placed at half of the pipes length, the 

plate is shown in Figure 17. The pipes are arranged in-line, each layer of pipes that is passed consists of 

136 equally spaced pipes, 7.5 cm center to center, see Figure 16. These reduce the flow area 

significantly, bearing in mind the pipe diameters of 4.85 and 5.10 cm for the top four sections and 

bottom two respectively. The distance between rows are in general the same, 7.5 cm, but as might be 

realized from the figures some rows are followed by a larger gap, for row 1, 2, 14 and 15 the subsequent 

gap is center to center 10 cm. Calculation for the top and bottom of the pre-heater, where the pressure 

and temperature have been clarified, yields a Reynolds number of 12,820 and 18,319, respectively 

based on the pipe diameter and the mean gap velocity, i.e., where the mean flow is the highest. 

 

 
Figure 16, pipe configuration. 
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Figure 17, support plate. 

 
Figure 18, baffle plate. 

4.2. Numeric 

To rule out the possibility that the vibrations are caused by fluid-elastic instability the test by Kuppan is 

made according to equation (1) with the assumption of a mechanical damping ratio of 0.005. Where the 

natural frequency of the pipes has been calculated by Jan-Olov Aidanpää and Jan Granström, they have 

found that the lowest likely frequency of the pipes is 56 and 58 Hz for the smaller and larger pipe, 

respectively. The pipes have a density of 7850 kg/m3 and a wall thickness of 0.32 and 0.40 cm, 

respectively. This yields a minimum critical velocity of 47.1 m/s for the smaller pipe and 52.9 m/s for the 

larger; since the real velocities in the air pre-heater are far from this the hypothesis of absence from 

fluid-elastic instability can be supported.  

The simulations have to contain the main characteristics of the fluid and the pre-heater geometry of 

importance. The parameters of interest for the flue gas mix are calculated from the gas components. For 

convenience the composition is simplified to four components, N2, CO2, O2 and H2O. As previously 

mentioned, the volumetric factors of these components have been measured by METLAB miljö AB, 

except N2 that is assumed to be the remaining part of the gas when the others have been accounted for. 

The simplified composition can be found in Table 3. 
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Table 3, simplified flue gas composition when the boiler is run at bio fuel and 100% capacity. 

Component Volume% 
dry gas 

Volume% 
wet gas 

Density 
(STP) 

Mass% 
wet gas 

N2 79.99 59.59 1.251 60.51 
CO2 16.74 12.47 1.977 20.01 
O2 3.27 2.44 1.429 2.83 

H2O (g) - 25.50 0.804 16.64 

Mean   1.232  

 

Parameters needed for the simulations are density and dynamic viscosity. The density is taken as the 

volumetric average and then converted to prescribed conditions by assuming ideal gas behaviour. The 

viscosity is calculated from values for each component at present temperature, assuming no influence 

by pressure variations, by a formula found in Themelis [9]: 

      
         

 / 

       
 / 

 (13) 

Where μmix and μi are the viscosity of the mix and component i, respectively.  

The temperature and pressure are considered known for the inlet, 270˚C and -1,09 kPa, and outlet, 

270˚C and -2,74 kPa, of the pre-heater. The present temperature and pressure for each location is then 

linearly interpolated thought the pre-heater. For convenience the location is defined from 0 to 1, inlet 

and outlet, respectively. The pressure and temperature are assumed to only change in the tube arrays, 

i.e., the areas in-between the sections of tube arrays are not defined as a location. The variations in 

density can be found in Figure 19 and the corresponding variation of viscosity in Figure 20. Knowing 

these parameters makes it possible to calculate Reynolds number; this is shown in Figure 21. 

 

 
Figure 19, the density of the fluid as a result of the location in the pre-heater. 
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Figure 20, the viscosity of the fluid as a result of the location in the pre-heater. 

 
Figure 21, Reynolds number calculated from gap velocity and pipe diameter as a result of the location in the pre-heater. 

The effect of variations in Reynolds number on the Strouhal number for a single cylinder is presented in 

equation (11), for the present case this would result in a range from 0.19387 to 0.19705. This variation is 

only 1.6 % and hence the most important variable for the correct oscillation frequency is a correct flow 

velocity. This reasoning can be applied for a tube bundle as well. No similar correlations of Strouhal and 

Reynolds number have been seen for tube bundles in the literature. To simulate the flow isothermally 

can thus be seen acceptable as long as the flow velocity do not deviate much from the real case. The 

simulations have been concentrated to the last section where the vibrations appear worst and thus limit 

the temperature range. In the real case, the problematic noise appears for a wide range of running 

conditions, 75-100 % load. These circumstances underwrite that the applied velocity is likely to cover 

the studied phenomena. 

The speed of sound also varies with the location within the pre-heater. Using equation (7) and (8) the 

corresponding speed is presented in Figure 22. 
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Figure 22, the speed of sound as a result of the location within the pre-heater, c0 is the speed of sound in the present gas mix 

and c is the effective speed in the pre-heater when the tube array has been taken in consideration as described by Parker. 

When the speed of sound is known, it is possible to find the standing wave frequency between two walls 

by equation (9). The lowest frequency is found assuming that Parkers statement is valid at the lowest 

part of the pre-heater between the plates most separated. A distance of 2.62 m yield a frequency of 

70.6 Hz. Acoustic frequencies lower than this is not likely with the assumption of a wave in the stated 

direction, the baffle plates act as nonmoving walls and stop the propagation of the wave. Higher 

frequencies are on the other hand highly probable as higher speeds of sound appear in the upperparts 

of the pre-heater and in the areas without pipes. the wall distances appear in smaller measures 

depending on location and the higher modes of standing waves have higher frequency. A detailed 

overview of the first mode standing wave frequencies is presented in Table 4. 

Table 4, summery of potential frequencies of an acoustic standing wave in the pre-heater. 

Standing wave frequency, first mode Inside tube bundle (Parker)  Outside tube bundle 

Wall distance (mm) min max min Max 

2620 70.6 81.1 82.4 93.4 
2170 85.2 97.4 99.5 112.8 
2035 90.9 104.4 106.1 120.2 
1720 107.6 123.6 125.6 142.3 
1660 111.4 128.0 130.1 147.4 

So far a single cylinder has been simulated; however multiple cylinders placed in the surroundings of 

each other influences the vortex shedding as well as the presence of walls. Simulation of the whole pre-

heater is not possible due to its size. The area simulated is in the lowest section where the sound 

appears as most sever and between the outer wall and the first baffle plate. Two different domains are 

constructed. Both contain 22 x 22 pipes stretching 65 mm upstream from the center of the first pipe, 

which is the same as the support plate. The difference is that the first stretches 65 mm and the second 

96 cm downstream the last pipe center. The extension downstream is made to limit the outlet effects. 

The domains are two dimensional with one elements thickness and symmetry conditions in the axial 
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direction of the tubes. The first layer thickness is similar to the single cylinder (5e-5 m). The growth ratio 

is less than 1.2, for all walls both tubes and strait walls. The minimum angle of the mesh is 31.7 degrees 

and the maximum aspect ratio is 1982 for the short mesh but outside the boundary layers it is much less, 

see Figure 23. The longer domain has been highly stretched towards the outlet where the aspect ratio 

reaches 13,439. The total number of nodes is 1,639,392 for the short and 1,650,144 for the longer 

domain, the time step is 5e-4 s and the SST model is used. The flow was simulated as isotherm at 160˚C 

with the fluid approximated as an ideal gas with density 0.7555 kg/m3 and viscosity 2.1195e-5 kg/ms, as 

described in the numeric section. The shorter domain was used for the fluid simulations. 

 
Figure 23, 2D mesh used for the air pre-heater simulation. 

In section 3, a transverse standing wave was shown to influence the vortex shedding from a single 

cylinder; lock-in occurs if the frequency of the standing wave is near the vortex shedding frequency. The 

packing of the cylinders and the numerous frequencies appearing in the pre-heater make it uncertain if 

the shedding of the cylinders can lock-in to a standing wave. To investigate this phenomenon, the walls 

are put in an oscillating motion with amplitude of 1 mm. The frequency of the walls is altered to find the 

first mode of a standing wave. The longer domain is used for this purpose. 

4.3. Fluid simulation 

The influence of the flow on the tubes was studied by monitoring the sum of all normal forces acting on 

the tubes in the direction normal to flow direction and tubes axis, the Y direction according Figure 23. A 

fast Fourier transform of the data gives the frequency spectrum, see Figure 24. The frequency spectrum 
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shows that possible excitation frequencies exist up to about 100 Hz. The frequencies of the oscillating 

transverse velocity component are observed for the tube wakes in row 1 and 10 and in column 1 and 11, 

see Figure 25.  

 
Figure 24, sum of normal forces acting on the tubes in the Y direction and a periodogram by fast Fourier transform. 

 
Figure 25, position of the monitor points within the domain, points are yellow plus signs. 
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Figure 26, transverse velocity component in the wake of tube in column 11 row 1 and its periodogram by FFT. 

Studying column 11 from row 1 and advancing towards the outlet, it first appears a quite distinct 

frequency around 19 Hz; see Figure 26. The oscillations of the following cylinders become more and 

more distorted. This suggests that the mechanism switch to turbulence as described in the introduction 

for closely packed arrays. They appear to be distributed to one side, and later shift sides in a periodic 

way. This development can be seen in Figure 27. The transverse flow direction sticking to one side is a 

phenomena also seen in experiments by Ziada et al. [3] for closely packed arrays. 

 
Figure 27, evolution of wake shifting at column 11. 

From row 6 to 13 the side shifting occurs with a frequency of about 2 Hz. This behavior is characteristic 

for this interval; the spectrum of row 11 is shown in Figure 28. When reaching the rows with larger 

spacing, row 14 and 15, the wake oscillations once again centers at zero having one dominant frequency, 

this time at about 18 Hz, see Figure 29. 
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Figure 28, transverse velocity component in the wake of the tube in column 11 row 11 and its periodogram by FFT and an 
extra periodogram by FFT of the signal when processed as the absolute to better capture the higher frequencies involved. 

 
Figure 29, transverse velocity component in the wake of the tube in column 11 row 14 and its periodogram by FFT. 

The spacing 10 cm is then large enough for vortices to evolve and the mechanism is similar to what is 

described in the introduction for intermediate packed arrays. This result also shows that it is the spacing 

and not the background turbulence that governs the mechanism. When the spacing gets tighter, the 
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frequency develops in a similar way as for the earlier rows. Oscillations for row 20 are shown in Figure 

30.  

 
Figure 30, transverse velocity component in the wake of the tube in column 11 row 20 and its periodogram by FFT and an 
extra periodogram by FFT of the signal when processed as the absolute to better capture the higher frequencies involved. 

The combined normal force shows low correlation to any separate tube wake, this is a result of the 

combinations of vortex shedding and turbulence frequencies inside the pre-heater. This together with 

the modest amplitude implies that the shedding from the separate tubes is not fully linked and there is 

no standing wave present.  

Even if the mechanism can be coupled to turbulence in the closely packed areas, vortex shedding cannot 

be ruled out. For closely packed regions the vorticity shedding mechanism is different for the acoustic 

resonant case and off-resonance, with deviating Strouhal numbers. Ziada [16] presents charts for both. 

These are made by experimental studies of different configurations of inline tube bundles. For the off-

resonant case the closest match to the present configuration yields St = 0.11, an interpolation would 

result in a lower value.  

The Strouhal number for the single cylinder case is presented as equation (10), for the tube bundle case 

the gap velocity replaces the free stream velocity. For the acoustic resonant case Ziada redefines the 

Strouhal number further by using the spacing in the flow direction instead of the diameter. The benefit 

is that the Strouhal number is then close to 0.5 for a variety of configurations see Figure 31.  
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Figure 31, Strouhal number chart for acoustic resonant case, XL is the spacing of tubes in the flow direction over the diameter 

of the pipes, and XT the corresponding in transverse direction, from [16]. 

Calculating the frequency for the simulated section gives 21.4 Hz using St = 0.11 for the off-resonant 

vortex shedding. For the vortex shedding at acoustic resonance the frequencies are 66.1 and 49.6 Hz for 

the spacing 7.5 and 10 cm, respectively. 

Therefore the observed vortex shedding frequency at 18-19 Hz can be seen reasonable for the off-

resonant case. 

 

4.4. Acoustic simulation  

To see the influence of a standing wave on the vortex shedding, different frequencies are applied to the 

walls as described in section 4.2. At the frequency 104 Hz a standing wave is established as intended, 

see Figure 32. The pressure shifts from high to low at the walls, maintaining a relative constant pressure 

in the middle. The wave however fades towards the outlet; this is an effect of the outlet, which has 

constant pressure properties. This wave has a slightly lower frequency than found analytically; 111 Hz 

just at the outlet, see Table 4. 
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Figure 32, standing wave present when oscillatory motion is applied to the walls of amplitude 1 mm and frequency 104 Hz. 

The wakes are studied similarly to the fluid simulations. They are found to follow the acoustic wave in 

the middle of the tube array but have a lower degree of compliance close to the walls and outlet. The 

reason is attributed the outlet effects and to the low displacement magnitude close to the walls. 

Oscillation curves from some rows in column 11 are presented in Figure 33 and for some columns in row 

10 in Figure 34. 

 
Figure 33, transverse wake velocity component in column 11 for applied wall movement with amplitude 1 mm and frequency 

104 Hz. 
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Figure 34, transverse wake velocity component in row 10 for applied wall movement with amplitude 1 mm and frequency 

104 Hz. 

Now that the frequency of a potential standing wave has been found, it is interesting to simulate under 

as realistic conditions as possible. The amplitudes present in the pre-heater have to be clarified. The 

acceleration amplitude from the vibration measurements on the wall by Aidanpää & Granström is 

known. They measured a maximum amplitude of 45 m/s2 at 98 Hz. Assuming a sinusoidal vibration this 

can be calculated to a displacement amplitude of 0.12 mm. The amplitude of the applied wall 

movement is reduced to 0.1 mm. The wave can now be considered to be realistic in magnitude. 

To more precisely determine the frequency of the standing wave in which the flow does not intervene, 

the flow is reduced to zero. The oscillation of the wall with 0.1 mm at 104 Hz is applied for a short time 

period, 0.026 s and is then removed. The pressure is studied at two points, one in column 1 and another 

in column 22, both in the middle of tube row 3 and 4, see Figure 35.    

 
Figure 35, pressure variation at points close to each wall. 
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The main frequency remaining is found to be 99 Hz. There is also information present which indicates 

some other remaining periodicity. Even so this is believed to be a more realistic frequency of the 

standing wave independent of the flow rate.  

To get information on how the flow interacts with the standing wave the flow is simulated at 100, 120, 

140, 160 and 180 % of the normal mass flow at full capacity. This is outside the conditions of the real 

pre-heater but is necessary to study the behaviour. This is the smallest wall spacing and hence a high 

flow rate is needed. The applied wall movement is now at 99 Hz with 0.1 mm amplitude and the 

pressure is monitored at the same two points close to each wall, see Figure 36. 

 
Figure 36, pressure variation at points close to each wall for different flow rates. 

It can be seen quite clearly that the flow rate has an effect on the wave. The behavior that would 

support the hypothesis is a sinusoidal variance at each point and that the phase difference of the two is 

half of one period. At 100 % mass flow the variation is sinusoidal and the phase difference is correct but 
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the amplitude is not constant and varies in beats. This is probably due to interference with other 

frequencies that could originate from the pipes. At 120 % mass flow the behavior is similar but with a 

slightly lower beat frequency suggesting that the two frequencies is now closer to each other. At 140 % 

mass flow the pressure variations is close to what is suggested in the hypothesis, with only small 

disturbances. At the two higher flow rates the variations become distorted. 

So at a mass flow close to 140 % of full capacity the flow allows the wave to behave according to the 

hypothesis. But the amplitude does not increase dramatically like expected for a resonant behavior, this 

leaves room for doubt, some thoughts regarding this is covered in the following discussion. 
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5. Discussion 

It is a predicament that the acoustic wave does not appear spontaneous, but forcing a wave and 

monitoring the change in shedding should be enough to conclude that they correspond to each other 

and the hypotheses is plausible. It should not be ruled out that a spontaneous standing wave can occur 

and that it can be simulated. But it is likely that this only happens under special circumstances, when the 

flow velocity is right to trigger the standing wave as in turn changes the flow instability and feed back is 

present. 

What can be argued is to what extent the applied wave resembles a real wave. In reality, it is possibly 

the wave causing the movement of the wall. It is clear that these movements are connected. The wave 

simulated had a slightly lower frequency than found in the analytical calculations. It can be attributed to 

several reasons. The present simulation where a simplification of how the wave could look like. It was 

calculated in this direction since it is the most interesting to lock-in the tubes shedding. A real wave 

propagates in all directions creating more advanced shapes. But it is uncertain how waves in other 

directions affect the shedding. Of interest is if the walls shift with the vibration this should facilitate that 

the wavelength can stretch outside the walls. The measurements done on the pre-heater suggest that 

the plates of the inner part of the outer wall shifts but it is still unclear how the baffle plates are affected 

by the vibrations or the potential standing wave. The fact that some parts of the construction move 

makes the acoustic considerations far more complicated than accounted for in the calculations of a 

standing wave between two stationary walls. 

It has been shown that the flow rate affect the behavior of a standing wave and at a certain rate a 

transverse wave is allowed. But a clear resonant behavior has been absent; the reason is unclear. One 

possibility is that the exact conditions were not reached in terms of flow rate and standing wave 

frequency. This might have been easier for a totally homogeneous geometry, without varying row 

distances and unsymmetrical walls that might have resulted in collaborating frequencies. Another 

reason can be that the amplitudes are restricted by the column spacing and the maximum or ideal 

amplitude is already created by the applied wall movement. A third reason can be numeric damping in 

the code. Or simply that the flow does not reconnect to the shedding. If this is the case the hypothesis 

fall, but with the clear flow rate dependence this seem unlikely.  

The importance of inlet boundary conditions should be considered, since in reality more turbulence is 

present then applied in the simulation. The section simulated is the last of six similar sections and hence 

a possibility would have been to reconnect the conditions of the outlet and used them at the inlet. This 

would instinctively be assumed to have some effect but the fluid simulation shows a similar behavior for 

the two rows with larger spacing in the middle of the tube array as those in the beginning even if they 

lay right behind thigh spaced tubes. The turbulence can thus be assumed to have relatively small 

importance for the vortex shedding and the choice not to couple the inlet with the outlet can be to 

some extent supported. For the outlet another consideration needs to be done about the length of the 

domain, this is related to the pressure distribution. Putting the outlet condition to a specific pressure 

and placing it close to the tube array partially diminish a standing wave. This can be seen as an outlet 

effect spoiling the simulation but also as a realistic condition as the restricting walls at some point ends 
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and the flow ends up in the larger cavity restricted by the outer walls. So determining the correct length 

of the outlet is not simple. One consideration is that the support plates end just 6.5 cm downstream 

from the last cylinder center, but the standing wave that is presumed is acting in the other direction. If 

the end of the support plates acts as a constant pressure boundary/opening the correct simulation is 

according to the short domain, but to test the hypothesis of a standing wave the long domain should be 

preferred. An even longer may have been better since the wave starts to diminish inside the tube array. 

A similar acoustic consideration can also be done for the inlet, in this case the boundary does not seem 

to limit the wave but again how are the real properties.  

The appearance of the real wave could be better decided if knowing the sound pressure inside the pre-

heater. Pressure measurements where conducted by Aidanpää & Granström at the same occasion as 

the vibration measurements but only at one point and without capturing any pressure variations. This is 

strange, unexpected and contradicts the hypothesis. The measurement method needs to be validated to 

ensure that the presumed pressure variation can be captured and new measurements are 

recommended for verification. 

Assuming that the hypothesis is correct, i.e., an acoustic resonance mechanism is causing the vibrations 

leading to noise, the most common and appreciated method to come to terms with this is the addition 

of baffle plates. This means that the existing ones are insufficient. In the literature, there are also other 

ways to treat this problem but with deviating effects. One such example is the strategically removal of 

certain pipes in the array, it can generally be argued that it is the arrangement of the pipes that is the 

real problem. And that another configuration should present a different flow situation. The reason to 

add extra space for some rows in the design is most likely done with this in mind, to get away from a 

totally homogenous array. It would probably have been better to instead of this normal square array 

have a rotated square or triangular array, this would almost certainly also improve the heat transfer.  

If later a standing wave can be ruled out, the assumption would be that the vibrations are not caused by 

the flow over the tubes. The vibrations may still be caused by the flow but by the interaction with some 

other geometry in the pre-heater that have so far been overlooked. If no such interaction is found, fluid 

induced vibration can be assumed absent. This leads back to the investigations of natural frequencies of 

the construction, as done by Aidanpää & Granström and Metso Power. 
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6. Future work 

This work is numerical and has been done with the hypothesis that acoustic resonance is the mechanism 

sustaining the noise; see section 1.2. As far this thesis stretches the hypothesis holds. However, more 

flow simulations can be done to complement the investigation. Of interest would be to continue the 

acoustic simulations to better understand the shape of the standing wave and consequences for the 

flow. A thorough investigation may help determining means to eliminate the vibrations. 

An alternative/complementary approach, that might be more rewarding, is to complement the 

experimental measurements. Issues of interest are: 

 Do the whole pre-heater vibrate? (some additional measurements have been done on the 

framed structure but the results are not fully clarified) 

 In what direction do the pre-heater vibrate? 

 Do the plates in the surrounding walls vibrate differently depending on location and side? 

 Do the pipes vibrate? 

 Do the baffle plates vibrate with respect to the pipes? 

 How are the flow characteristics? 

 How are the pressure variations inside the pre-heater? 

Some of the measurements can be difficult to perform.  

Result that would support the hypothesis is that the direction of the vibration is mainly perpendicular to 

the main flow direction and the pipes direction. It is also clear that a standing wave has high effect on 

the walls, so here high vibrations are expected as well as high pressure variations. 
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7. Conclusion and final remarks 

The results obtained in this thesis agree with the flow phenomenon described for off-resonant tube 

bundle flows in the literature. For thigh spaced regions, big vortices cannot evolve and the flow is 

dominated by a turbulent behavior. The rows in the pre-heater with a large space in the flow direction 

allow for vortex shedding as a flow mechanism. The vortex shedding frequency does not coincide to the 

frequencies measured.  

The vortex shedding is believed to be coupled to a resonant acoustic mechanism in the form of a 

standing wave. This acoustic behavior contributes to a mechanism switch of the shedding from jet 

instability to shear layer instability at the tube walls. This allows shedding from all pipes in phase and at 

a higher frequency. This described phenomenon is simulated in the present work applying a constructed 

standing wave. 

The flow rate influence on the acoustic wave has been shown, but a resonance behavior leading to an 

evident increase in amplitude has not been captured with the present model and hence the hypothesis 

cannot be fully strengthened. 

The excitation mechanism has still to be clarified. A strong candidate is the high frequencies obtained in 

the fluid simulations. It cannot be ruled out that the excitation has another or complementary origin 

then the flue gas flow. 
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